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CHICAGO—Colton Ed Smith did not take a walk this year. Perhaps it was because he liked the gayer at- mosphere of the Sherry or the Hoffman House than the usual hotel of Mar- shall Shepard in 1936.

And by the way, Marshall Shepard made a big mistake at the stadium. He thought, he was seeing himself with the Pennsylvanians, his supporters, that he would start to cheer Congressmen's Mitchel's speech. They should have known he had been eased with the misinfor-
dation that one seat behind his own stage had been left empty by Senator Jimmy

Several of the ambitious boys went into a blue funk when they discovered that Bob Yates had ar-
tained in town and was in circula-
tion meetings with Al Smith, Speaker of the House, and the Blackstone hotels. One excited fellow said Bob has found out that Perry Howard and Church will not allow him to ride on the front seat in the Willkie bandwagon and now he is trying to take any

day's play.

When the committee named by the National Colored Democratic congres-
sionals appeared before the Resolutions committee at the Blackstone hotel yesterday, they explained the reasons for their action. The committee arrived and observed following, and the committee chairman friend. Butler Peeples followed the committee chairman and said he had approved all of the program suggestion regarding the right.B
n
Just two questions were asked by the
daisy Walker. When he ex-
plained his view of the hotel situa-
third committee for the NAACP Gust

The New York and the Michigan delegation reached a hard revolt against everything in general Wednesday afternoon. Had a meeting in the

REV. MARSHALL SHEPARD

Found Himself in Mississippi

front of the banner waving grandstand in the grand Hotel.

Edgar Brown was on the door of the stadium when Lester Hill made the nominating speech for Roosevelt. The Hatwick did not make any mention of Edgar to a birthing post in

were those two-gun men who questioned polo in the Grand Hotel

The brilliant galleries were bowing Senator Olsen when he said he had received two anonymous messages saying Fairley could not get the nomi-
nation because he is a Catholic, a man who sat behind this witlby said "Re-

servation is a big thing in this country. A little fear is a good man.

Dr. J. R. Walker, president of the national Negro Business league, and general J. B. Martin, political host in the black section, said that Negroes, ar-
rived in Chicago early last week and council with the was one in their rooms at the Grand Hotel.

Following Jim Fairley's axed song Wednesday night, one could hear the political gadgets of the black Cabinet, gathering about 4:30 and down and Edwin Emery Thursday morning.

TO DIVORCE BOMBER FIGURE

(LAPD)—Le Warre, who leaped into fame in the recent Los Angeles Crippled Campaign, was found dead last night in a rooming house on 451

The consequence of civilization can be maintained only by a strict adherence to the precious and sacred doctrine of religious liberty under the Constitution is suffi-

—Beaumont County Free, Aug. 3

A truth cannot be scattered or rub-

escent of evidence any more than a cloud can blow out the light of the sun.